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1. Introduction 
 
On the Kola NPP, Unit 4 trial operation of the 3-rd generation fuel continues. This fuel have a 
number of design features, providing the best operational characteristics [1, 2]. Increasing of 
efficiency of nuclear fuel usage will be achieved by reduction of the parasitic capture of thermal 
neutrons in constructional materials (weight of zirconium is reduced), optimization of uranium 
water relation (increase in fuel elements step), increasing of uranium loading (usage of fuel 
pallets with increased diameter and without central hole in them). 

The basic characteristics of the core with fuel of the 3rd generation are provided in work 
[3]. In the present report, being addition to the report [4], gave new results of operation and the 
short analysis of the obtained data is made. Experimental characteristics of WWER-440 reactor 
core with fuel assemblies of the 2nd (FA-2) and 3rd (FA-3) generation of the enrichment 
increased to 4.87% are submitted. Some questions of operation of FA-2 and FA-3 are discussed: 
assessment of influence of cover absence on indications of thermocouples at joint operation of 
FA-2 and FA-3, features and methods of core design. 
 
2. Purposes of trial operation. 
 
Trial Operation is carried out with the purpose of confirmation of operability FA-3 during 7 fuel 
cycles. Use of only 12 RK-3 is planned. Placement of RK-3 by symmetrically RK-2 of identical 
enrichment, for comparison of their characteristics for various positions in core is supposed. As 
result of  trial operation using of  these FA in all WWER-440 reactors will possible. 
 
3.  Comparison results of experimental and calculated data on the energy release.  
 
In the first fuel cycle FA-3 were established on the core periphery in 3 pieces conjointly in 4 
sectors 60 of grad symmetry. In the remained 2 sectors FA-2 of 4.87% enrichment are located. In 
the following fuel cycles placement of FA-3 and FA-2 in other characteristic positions of core is 
supposed. In the 3-th fuel cycle FA-3 were placed near to working group of the control and 
protect system. 

For determination of true power of FA-3 by the temperature measurements the great 
value of influence of intra- and inter-assembly leakages of coolant can have. The assessment of 
influence of lack of a assembly cover on indications of thermocouples is important for safe 
operation since basic data of core there are indications of the temperature sensors located at the 
exit from FA. 

Calculations by the SC-1[5] program have shown that for the lack of assembly’s cover a 
coolant flow which can participate in removal of heat of FA-3 is bigger than corresponding flow 
for FA-2 on 10% [6].  In conditions of absence of assembly’s cover, mixed value of coolant 
temperature on going out of fuel bundle characterized FA-3 power only approximately. Design 
features of FA-3 define nature of change of pin by pin energy release in these assemblies. 
Comparison of FA-3 with symmetric to them FA-2, can be also used for check of results of heat 
mass exchange modeling, interpretation of thermocouples indications. 

The main sense of comparison of relative energy release in group of 3 FA is to separate 
out mixing effect of coolant from the factors influencing of FA thermocouples reading: 



distinction in FA-3 and FA-2 coolant flow, energy release change at FA burning out. In group of 
3 FA of close enrichment being nearby and having an identical environment, the FA will have 
energy release identical relatively each other at the initial stage of burning out. At higher burn-up 
the energy release ratio in FA-3 and FA-2 groups will change, the effect of mixing will be 
estimated by comparison to calculated data. 

For comparison in the first fuel cycle the average values received for FA-3 groups and, 
all symmetric to them, FA-2 groups were used.  The effect of coolant mixing is in the first fuel 
cycle exist, but it  is rather small (fig. 1).  In FA-3 group assembly with the smallest energy 
release has the increased relative heating of coolant in comparison with calculation and heating 
in symmetrical of them FA-2.  For FA-3 with higher energy release - the calculated heating is 
higher than the experimental.  For FA-2 group the similar isn't observed.  

Unfortunately, control in symmetric FA of the 2nd generation with conditional number 1 
and 2 of the second and third fuel loading is possible only one thermocouple for each of 
conditional numbers. Nevertheless FA 1 and 2 are symmetrical, have approximately the equal 
capacity and average heating in them practically corresponds to the calculation. Deviations can 
be explained with a measurement error. The mixing effect of coolant isn't observed in this case. 

Not all fuel elements can influence on thermocouple indications, but just some part 
central can.  Calculated data showed that dynamics of changes of relative energy release in group 
of FA-3 or symmetric to them FA-2 practically isn't observed – changes of relative energy 
release of part of fuel elements in the FA well correspond to the trend of an average calculated 
value received on the BIPR-7A [7] program.   

By the end of the first fuel cycle considered FA-2 and FA-3 reached burn-up when the 
integrated absorber ceases to have impact on multiple properties of the assembly. Therefore in 
the subsequent cycles this effect isn't considered. Researches of coolant mixing influence on 
indications of thermocouples will be continued in process of experience of joint operation of FA 
of the 2nd and 3rd generations. 
 
4. Comparison of core physical characteristics on zero power to calculation. 
 
Results of  zero power physics tests of core withFA-3 (tab. 1) confirm the declared error of the 
BIPR-7A program.  Accuracy of determination of scram efficiency can be raised (fig. 2) with 3-
dimensional dynamic model of the core like NOSTRA [8], which take into account spatial effect 
of reactivity.  

Coincidence of calculated and experimental concentration of a liquid absorber during the 
1, 2 and 3 fuel cycle was good (fig. 3). 
 
5.  Features and methods of core design.  
 
Duration of work of the first fuel cycle – 298 fpd practically corresponded to the design. Trial 
operation of the reactor within 100 days at 107% rated power is performed. Further operation on  
increased power isn't provided yet. 

In the 2-nd and 3-th fuel cycles it was succeeded to work only 252 fpd and 229 fpd at a 
rated power. The forecast of power development for the next year also is less than design. This 
circumstance compels to reduce of fuel feed to 42 FA and 6 fuel follower (FF) annually. It is 
necessary to provide possibility of operation of FA during 8 fuel cycles, to modify operational 
documentation. The allowed depth of burning out in this mode won't be exceeded, since total 
time of finding of FA in core of 8 cycles on 260 = 2080 fpd have less than 7 cycles on 300 = 
2100 fpd. Maximum of burning up of FA-2 - 12.5, 23.0, 31.9 МWt*d/кgU, of FA-3 – 11.6, 21.8, 
30.7 МWt*d/кгU in cycles 1,2 and 3 was reached. 

Nuclear power plant operation with an under load at the moment is possible. In case of 
requirements increasing of a power supply system it will be unconditional actual transition of 
power units to the raised power level. In this case fuel enrichment to 4.87% will allow to keep 



in-in-... out configuration of core and to avoid increase in total number of feed FA, reduction of 
depth of burning out. Additional opportunities of improvement of a fuel cycle for FA-3 are stated 
in works [9, 10]. 

Configuration of core with power consumption below design value, in a certain degree is 
limited to frame parameters proved in the project. In case of decreasing of number of fresh FAs, 
their arrangement in core and consequently, also such parameters, as scram efficiency and 
integrated efficiency of the working group changes. The optimum of configuration of core from 
the point of view of term technical reliability with the minimum of power peak factors, can be 
not available because performance of other design restrictions need. It is necessary to consider 
possibility of wider variations of a fuel cycle in safety analysis. 

Development of the project of core consists in justification of limit values of parameters. 
It is necessary to search of loading pattern with preset ultimate characteristics. Application of a 
burning-out absorber in new types of  nuclear fuel makes more difficult (much on time) the 
process of a core design since the maximum of peak factor is observed  in the middle of a fuel 
cycle, on 180-200 fpd. The choice of loading pattern demands the analysis of numerous factors, 
results aren't obvious at once. 

At operation it is necessary to provide unconditional performance of the set limits. 
Simple application of design schemes of overloads unacceptably since deviation influence in 
duration of fuel cycles and other factors can lead to restriction of admissible unit power. At the 
set design limits it is difficult, and in some cases it is almost impossible to make core from FA-2 
and FA-3 so that to provide a stock on peak factors (to ensure unconditional functioning at up 
rated power). When forming core with high requirements to peak power factors (work at a power 
is higher then rated) and impossibility of providing stocks to the set design limits the assessment 
of sensitivity of code to change of entrance data can be useful. 

For separate positions in core strong influence of change of burning out on the peak 
power factor is found out. This factor with combination with other adverse conditions can be one 
of the reasons of restriction of the reactor power. The analysis of sensitivity and uncertainty of 
calculation results would allow to estimate quantitatively probability of safety limits excess and 
to consider this circumstance by search of optimum core. 

The PROROK code [11] is applied to optimization of core more than 20 years. The 
program originally intended for arrangement optimization not profiled fuel without a burning-out 
absorber. Key parameter of optimization was the peak power of the assembly. Now the main 
design limits – the peak pin power, linear heating if pin depending on burning out changed. The 
program doesn't allow estimate automatically new limits in optimization, the main work on 
selection of core is carried out manually that affects quality of made decisions. 

Improvement of the production technology of nuclear fuel and increase in accuracy of 
calculation techniques are the major factors defining progress in nuclear fuel usage. 
Nevertheless, the weak link constraining further development is the manual way of core design, 
as during design and justification of new fuel cycles, and in realization of the actual core 
loadings pattern on the nuclear power plant. The impossibility to find a global optimum at 
configuration of fuel loading pattern doesn't allow estimate economic prospects and expediency 
of application of nuclear fuel innovations since for this purpose it is necessary to choose a fuel 
cycle with ultimate parameters considering the improved operational characteristics of nuclear 
fuel. 

Modern algorithms of search in several parameters at the same time (evolutionary 
strategy, genetic algorithms, etc.), would allow receive the best decision in the conditions of 
limited time, maximally to automate process, to use all advantages of modern computer facilities 
[12].  
 
 
 
 



6. Conclusion. 
 
The purposes of trial operation and feature of introduction of fuel of the enrichment increased to 
4.87% are described. Experimental characteristics of core of the WWER-440 reactor with fuel of 
the 2nd and 3rd generation with the enrichment increased to 4.87% are received. Some questions 
of operation of FA-2 and FA-3, feature and perspective methods of optimization of core are 
discussed. 
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Fig. 1. Relative coolant heating depending on effective reactor operation time (T, fpd) for a 

group of three assemblies. Dots denote experimental data, lines – calculated data. Gray 
line and dots – FA-3, black line and dots − FA-2. 



 

 
 
Fig. 2. Comparison of calculated and experimental scram efficiency (cycle 1,2,3) with/without 

account of spatial reactivity effects (βeff). 



 
Fig. 3 Calculated and experimental concentrations of boric acid in the 1,2 and 3 fuel cycle. 
 



Fuel cycle 
 number 1 2 3 

Characteristic experiment calculation experiment calculation experiment calculation
Critical 
concentration 
of boric acid, 
g/kg 

6.6 ± 0.3 6.7 7.35±0.37 7.36 7.55±0.38 7.48 

Temperature 
coefficient of 
reactivity,  
10-3 %/0С  

-19.0 ± 1.1 

-14.5  
(H2O) 
-3.4  
(UO2) 

-14.5±1.45 

-13.95 
(H2O) 
-3.22 
(UO2) 

-22.1±2.2 13.7(H2O)
-3.3 (UO2)

Efficiency of 
control rod,%  0.93 ± 0.05 1.02 0.75±0.4 0.78 0.99±0.05 1.08 

Maximum rate 
of  reactivity 
changing,  
β eff/s  

0.039 
 ± 0.05 0.035 0.033 

±0.002 0.032 0.035 
±0.002 0.03 

Efficiency of 
H3BO3 (boric 
acid), %/g/kg  

-1.34  
± 0.20 -1.29 -1.22 

±0.18 -1.25 -1.19 
±0.18 -1.22 

Scram 
efficiency 
without one   
rod,%  

8.7 ± 0.9 7.7 8.18±0.82 7.19 8.42±0.84 8.25 

 
Table 1. Experimental and calculated core parameters of zero power physics tests. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


